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Abstract
Quantification starts with sum and product rules that express com-
bination and partition. These rules rest on elementary symmetries that
have wide applicability, which explains why arithmetical adding up and
splitting into proportions are ubiquitous. Specifically, measure theory for-
malises addition, and probability theory formalises inference in terms of
proportions.
Quantum theory rests on the same simple symmetries, but is for-
malised in two dimensions, not just one, in order to track an object
through its binary interactions with other objects. The symmetries still
require sum and product rules (here known as the Feynman rules), but
they apply to complex numbers instead of real scalars, with observable
probabilities being modulus-squared (known as the Born rule). The stan-
dard quantum formalism follows. There is no mystery or weirdness, just
ordinary probabilistic inference.
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1 Introduction
“Quantum mechanics will cease to look puzzling only when we will be able
to derive the formalism of the theory from a set of simple assertions about
the world.” — Carlo Rovelli [1]
Our job in science is to make sense of our observations. This is very
general, and we seek corresponding clarity and simplicity. General theory
must apply to all cases, and our strategy of eliminative induction [2] is to
exclude theories which give “wrong” results in particular cases, until there
remains just a single candidate theory which we can then recommend with
confidence.
Symmetries are particularly valuable tools for eliminating “wrong” be-
haviour [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. If A is supposed to equal B, then all the other pos-
sibilities with A 6= B are immediately excluded. Symmetries are particu-
larly powerful when applied to simple systems because “wrong” behaviour
is seen most clearly there, where judgement is least subjective. Accord-
ingly, we proceed by considering simple thought-experiments, whose be-
haviour should be uncontroversial.
In classical physics, objects can be detected passively, unchanged by
interaction with a probe. That’s a valid limit for when the object domi-
nates the probe, and its quantification leads to standard scalar measure
theory (“stuff adds up”). More fundamentally, though, a probe is a part-
ner object, not necessarily so small as to to be dominated. But, if our
object can perturb a partner object, then by symmetry the partner object
can also perturb our object. We could assign either roˆle to either.
Our calculus, whatever it is, must be capable of representing such
interactions. The strategy of eliminative induction leads us to exclude
all calculi that fail particular tests of acceptable interaction. This insight
that interactions are basic is the source of “quantum-ness”. It leads to
the Feynman rules [8], which represent elementary interactions by pairs
of numbers which intertwine according to the rules of complex arithmetic,
and to the Born rule [9] which relates those complex numbers to outcomes.
By this stage, we have reduced what could have been arbitrary rules to
a single defined calculus. Hilbert space can then be constructed [10] and
the rest of quantum theory follows. The quantum rules are universally
applicable to all of physics, though of course classical limits are adequate
for appropriately large-scale objects.
In this paper, we use the same thought-experiments and the same sym-
metries for both classical and quantum situations. This gives a straightfor-
ward unified derivation of measure theory, probability theory, and quan-
tum theory. Two formal operations are uncovered – a sum rule and a
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product rule. Measures formalise quantitation (kilograms, coulombs and
so on). Probability formalises our inferences. Quantum theory tracks
objects through their interactions.
2 Measures
“I have tried, with little success, to get some of my friends to understand
my amazement that the abstraction of integers for counting is both pos-
sible and useful. . . . To me, this is one of the strongest examples of the
unreasonable effectiveness of mathematics. Indeed, I find it both strange
and inexplicable.” — Richard Hamming [11].
Starting at the beginning with minimalist foundation, we might, per-
haps, think of a shopping basket of fruit — apples, bananas and so on.
Consider the operator ⊕ which combines disjoint objects A and B into
a composite object A⊕ B. We list some basic properties of ⊕ which are
commonly applicable.
Closure
A combination of objects is an object
in its own right.
(A⊕B) is an object, where A and B are disjoint (1)
Commutative
The order of objects
does not matter.
A⊕B = B ⊕ A (2)
Associative The order of combinationdoes not matter.
(A⊕B)⊕ C = A⊕ (B ⊕C) (3)
Commutativity and associativity together mean that objects can be
arbitrarily shuffled.
Limitless
Equivalent, but disjoint, objects can
be combined without restriction.
A, 2A, 3A, . . . . . . are all different,
where (n+1)A = (nA)⊕ A
(4)
Here individualA’s are equivalent but disjoint objects A1, A2, A3, . . . .
We intend no infinite limit here. All we claim is the freedom to in-
clude more objects, limited only by our resources and patience, but
not somehow limited by an intellectual barrier. If there is a cardi-
nality restriction, we will never reach it. It would have no practical
consequences for us, so we are free to ignore it.
If these properties (closure, commutativity, associativity, limitless) are
all accepted, then
A⊕B is represented (up to isomorphism)
by the component-wise sum a+ b
(5)
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where a = (a1, a2, . . . , an) and b = (b1, b2, . . . , bn) represent A and B by
n-tuples of scalar elements. This is the general sum rule. In accordance
with practical feasibility, the rule is demonstrated by construction [7, ap-
pendix A], successively incorporating new objects and introducing a new
dimension whenever a new object is not commensurable with the existing
set, commensurability of X and Y being defined in the usual way as the
existence of non-zero integers m and n such that m of X can be deemed
equivalent to n of Y .
Equivalence requires equality of representation and non-equivalence
requires inequality. The quoted sum rule preserves all such correspon-
dences.
According to the construction, the elements a and b start as integers,
which can then be rescaled for convenience to rational numbers, whence
they become observationally indistinguishable from general real numbers.
This construction is finite: macroscale continuity emerges for arbitrarily
extensive systems but we do not assume it.
Like all basic assignments, commensurability is decided by practical
judgement. Thus pi (mathematically known to be irrational) and its accu-
rate approximation 3.14159265358979 would usually be deemed equivalent
for practical purposes, allowing circumferential lengths to be commensu-
rate with diameter lengths. The mathematical distinction between ratio-
nal and real numbers has zero practical impact, so can always be ignored
for rational inference in practical science.
The representation is only forced “up to isomorphism”, meaning that
any 1:1 re-grading is logically equivalent and has exactly the same analyti-
cal power. Conversely, a representation that was not in 1:1 correspondence
would break some of the equivalences and/or non-equivalences, so would
be rejected. The convenience of “+” operating arithmetically is so great
that we adopt it as a near-universal convention. For one thing, its com-
pact connected topology fits naturally with our intuitive notion of locality:
small changes have small effect.
Within the additive n-tuple formulation, the only freedom consistent
with preservation of “+” and the original commensurabilities is linear
shear x′ = Tx by an arbitrary non-singular (affine) n×n transformation
matrix T.
Dimension If our objects are fully commensurable, so that there is
only one relevant property (as when a shopping basket holds apples
only), the dimension shrinks to 1 and the sum rule takes scalar form.
A⊕B is represented by a+ b (6)
Such a quantity is known in physics as an extensive variable. The only
freedom consistent with preservation of “+” and the original commensu-
rabilities is linear rescaling to different units. The quantity may or may
not be signed. Electric charge, for example, is signed, but mass is not. A
single-signed quantity, positive by convention, is known in mathematics
as a measure.
Familiarity makes addition seem obvious, indeed trivial. Here, though,
we see why additivity is so ubiquitous [12]. It’s required by elementary
symmetries that are commonly upheld.
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To see whether additivity is required, all we have to do is check the
boxes. If they are satisfied, then the sum rule must apply, in the appropri-
ate dimension. We do not need bespoke derivations for each application.
Neither do we need sophisticated formalism for such simple requirements.
3 Probability
“Probability is expectation founded upon partial knowledge.” — George
Boole [13].
The operation inverse to combination is partition, in which a composite
object is progressively decomposed, if necessary all the way down to a
notional substrate (7) of a-priori-equivalent base states.
O Object O
A D Partition O = A⊕D
B C D Partition A = B ⊕ C
B E Combination C ⊕D = E
O Combination B ⊕ E = O
• • • • • • • • • Notional substrate (7)
We always have the objects that interest us, but the substrate might be
so arbitrarily deep that we never bother to use it. In this way, we keep
matters simple by avoiding any technical assumptions about infinitesimal
limits.
3.1 The sum rule
Partitioning by itself has the structure of a tree, more specifically a di-
rected rooted tree sourced at the root, with nodes that can be combined
together and joined by source-to-destination paths such as BA from source
A to destination B.
︷︸︸︷
• •
︷ ︸︸ ︷
• • • •
︷ ︸︸ ︷
• • •
B
☛
✡
✟
✠ C
☛
✡
✟
✠ D
☛
✡
✟
✠
A
☛
✡
✟
✠
O
☛
✡
✟
✠
✁✁☛ ❆❆❯
BA CA
✁
✁☛
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆❯
AO
DO
Quantification of the partitions obeys the symmetries of measure and
hence (with dimension 1 here) we have the scalar sum rule
p(B ⊕ C) = p(B) + p(C) (8)
for the disjoint destinations B and C from a binary source node A = B⊕C.
The function p(·) returns the scalar valuation of its argument (here a node
of the tree).
Quantification is thus additive over whatever values are assigned to the
substrate (if we bother to construct it). Using unit weights in the example
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above, B would be quantified as 2, C as 4, A = B ⊕ C as 6 = 2 + 4 and
so on.
3.2 The product rule
We are also interested in the quantification of paths themselves.
Paths can be chained by concatenation ◦, so that UV ◦ VW is also a
path because UV starts where VW ends. In the example above, paths
BA and AO chain to form BA ◦ AO = BO. Chaining is formalised as
closure of ◦.
Closure of ◦ UW = UV ◦ VW is also a path (9)
We also require right-distributivity. In the example, A was B ⊕ C
regardless of the provenance of A, whether that was just A itself or O or
in fact any object X that covered A. In terms of source-to-destination
paths, the destination relationship A = B ⊕ C reflects combination of
substrate parts, which continues unchanged for any covering source.
This is what enables us to carve out pieces of the Universe for local
investigation, independent of what may be happening elsewhere. We could
not do science without it. Although the idealisation may never be totally
attained in practice, we require our calculus to allow analysis of arbitrarily
isolated systems. This is formalised as
Right-distributive ◦
(UY ⊕ V Y ) ◦ Y Z =
(UY ◦ Y Z)⊕ (V Y ◦ Y Z)
(10)
Right-distributivity implies that the quantification p(XZ) of a Z-to-X
source-to-destination path is linear in the destination quantity p(X), with
the only remaining freedom being a scale factor which may depend on the
source Z.
p(XZ) = p(X)f(Z) (11)
The scaling f is some as-yet-unknown function. Likewise for other
arguments:
p(XY ) = p(X)f(Y ) , p(Y Z) = p(Y )f(Z) . (12)
The representation of UV ◦ VW is to be constructed from the represen-
tations of UV and VW , so
p(UV ◦ VW ) = φ
(
p(UV ), p(VW )
)
(13)
for some function φ representing ◦. But UV and VW chain to become
the path UW with source W and destination U so, using (11)–(13),
p(U)f(W ) = φ
(
p(U)f(V ), p(V )f(W )
)
(14)
The left side being linear in p(U) and in f(W ), the right side must be
also. Hence φ is bilinear, φ(a, b) = γab with some coefficient γ.
On setting γ = 1 by choice of scale factor, equation (13) reads
p(UV ◦ VW ) = γp(UV ) p(VW ) with γ = 1 (15)
which is the product rule.
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3.3 Proportions
The imposed symmetries require relationships along paths to chain multi-
plicatively. Consequently, node quantities all scale according to the mag-
nitude of the root of the partition tree (p(O) in the example above). Thus
p(B) = p(BA) p(AO) p(O) (16)
and so on. We also get scale-independent relationships
p(dest ◦ source) =
p(dest)
p(source)
(17)
as ratios of quantities, so that the scaling function f was 1/p. In the
example above, we have p(AO) = 6/9, p(BA) = 2/6 and so on, and we
could equally well have written the sum rule (8) in terms of binary-tree
paths as
p(BA⊕ CA) = p(BA) + p(CA) (18)
Although this behaviour is “obvious”, and it would be difficult to think
of a plausible competitor, we will use our deeper justification from sym-
metries in more sophisticated setting when we come to quantum theory.
In this derivation, associativity is an emergent property of the repre-
sentation. However, associativity
Associative ◦ (UV ◦ VW ) ◦WX = UV ◦ (VW ◦WX) (19)
of chained paths themselves is itself an intuitive requirement that could be
taken as axiomatic [7]. Indeed, there is a nexus of interrelated “obvious”
properties, where the selection of which is axiomatic and which is emergent
is to some extent a matter of choice.
3.4 Bayes’ theorem
So far, the derivation has done no more than select simple proportion as
the uniquely favoured relationship between partitioned measures. How-
ever, probability obeys the same selected symmetries, so is an example of
a partitioned measure necessarily obeying the same calculus. It is slightly
special in that the root of the partition tree is assigned dominant sta-
tus as the “provisional truth” from which subsidiary values derive. This
magnitude p(O) is usually assigned as 1, or 100 if percentages are being
used.
Partitioning and combination can be filled out to a Boolean lattice
defined by join ∨ (logical OR) which upgrades ⊕ to non-disjoint compo-
nents, and meet ∧ (logical AND) which identifies overlaps [14, 15]. In this
context, we recognise p(BA) as the transition probability from source A
to destination B and traditionally written as Pr(B | A). Symmetry of the
product rule then gives Bayes’ theorem
Pr(θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Prior
Pr(D | θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Likelihood
= Pr(D)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Evidence
Pr(θ | D)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Posterior
‖M (20)
for the inference of parameters θ (“the source”) from data D (“the desti-
nation”) — in the context of model M so that all probabilities are addi-
tionally conditional on that hypothesised background information.
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3.5 Interpretation of probability
Awkwardly, the traditional but idiosyncratic solidus notation suggests
that there’s something special about Pr(· | ·). There isn’t. Probability
just obeys the same simple laws of proportion that apply widely elsewhere.
It needs no bespoke inference-specific derivation, though several different
ones [3, 17, 18, 19] have their devotees.
A calculus does not fix a context. It applies to any application that
obeys its requirements. Probabilities are proportions (of provisional truth)
in just the same way as sectors of a pie chart are proportions (of a disc).
The two are isomorphic to each other and to proportions, and are thereby
interchangeable. We may choose to represent an abstract probability of
1
12
by a displayed 30◦ sector of a disc but the change makes no difference
to our manipulations or conclusions.
Philosophers make a distinction between the ontological sector of a
plum pudding (which exists physically) and the epistemological probabil-
ity (mental belief or expectation) that the traditional sixpenny coin will
be found in that particular sector. But the two are quantified identically.
They are isomorphic.
The ontology-epistemology divide is, for quantitation at least, a dis-
tinction without a difference. A bit of information carries no flag to inform
us whether it was assigned by a conscious agent or by a mechanical switch.
Our job in science is to make sense of our observations, not to indulge in
empty disputation between isomorphic views.
Our goal here is derivation of a calculus fit for general purpose. On-
tology and epistemology share the same symmetries, the same rules, and
the same assignments. So they share a common calculus.
3.6 Usage of probability
Bayes’ theorem is acknowledged as the foundation of rational inference.
It allows us to infer parameters from data within the context of stated
background assumptions.
Although the prior distribution is in general arbitrary, it must conform
to any symmetry of the application because equivalent situations should
be modelled equivalently. Thus, if the application imposes left-right sym-
metry of θ across the origin, the prior Pr(θ) should be an even function.
Rotational invariance leads to a prior independent of angle. And so on.
In summary, a prior for the controlling variables must be assigned
and it must conform to any symmetry of the application. Those are our
requirements as we now turn to the language of quantum theory.
4 Quantum Theory
“This theoretical failure to find a plausible alternative to quantum me-
chanics, even more than the precise experimental verification of linearity,
suggests to me that quantum mechanics is the way it is because any small
change in quantum mechanics would lead to logical absurdities.” — Steven
Weinberg [20]
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We start with an identifiable object. Its only property of relevance
will be its existence in a particular target state. More precisely, since we
will be dealing with uncertainty, we probe the probability of its existence
in the target state.
Probabilities become observable as long-term success ratios (17), so
we posit repeated independent experiments in which the object is either
in the target state or not. We simplify this analysis by letting the target
states appear sporadically in essentially-continuous time. The number of
instants when the target state does not appear is then huge and essentially
unaffected by the limited number of successes, so absences can be ignored.
Targets are supplied at some mean Poisson rate — a single scalar number
— and our object need not even exist between those events.
A probe is a partner object through which we observe the target by
interacting with it. Our knowledge of the target comes from such inter-
actions, so the fundamental calculus we need is one of interactions, most
simply between just two objects, target and probe.
Interaction
☛
✡
✟
✠
✏✏
✏✶⊠ Target
PPPq⊗ Probe
PPPq
Target ⊞
✏✏
✏✶
Probe ⊕
The target is detected by a change of state in the probe, which may
optionally be amplified into a potentially permanent readable represen-
tation such as symbols on a printed page or bits in a classical computer.
Conceivably, amplifiers obeying the quantum rules might be provably im-
possible. We do not pursue that nihilistic possibility, pointing instead
to demonstrable existence of amplifiers that do obey the rules, thereby
enabling measurement.
Since a basic interaction involves two objects, here target and probe,
it is natural to suppose that its fundamental representation involves two
numbers, not just one. Since we have no way of “seeing” inside an inter-
action, we may not assume that these two real numbers relate separately
to target and probe. We formalise this key assumption as the
Pair Postulate: Interactions are represented by
intertwined pairs of real numbers.
Bold-face symbols “u,v, . . . ” represent the pairs associated with partic-
ular paths that our target may traverse. Quantification will be through
scalar observation, so we associate a scalar p(u) with each pair u.
Looking ahead, pairs will behave as complex numbers which will com-
bine into more general quantum wave functions quantified by modulus-
squared.
4.1 The product rules
Paths obey the symmetries listed above, to which their representations
must conform. Accordingly, their associated scalars obey the standard
product rule (15)
p(u ◦v) = p(u)p(v) (21)
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with corollary that scalar valuations at nodes in a partition tree scale to
the common root valuation as in (16).
The associated pair product rule, promoted from (15) into two dimen-
sions, is
(u ◦v)i =
∑
jk
γijkujvk (22)
Awkwardly, there’s a lack of specificity here. The dimension being two,
there are eight constant coefficients γ..., not just one. Their arbitrariness
can be reduced by applying appropriate linear shear (no longer just a
single scale which can immediately be set to 1) to the pairs.
However, a 2 × 2 shear matrix has only 4 components, which are in-
sufficient to reduce 8 γ’s to a single standard form. To resolve this, we
adopt associativity of product (19) as an additional requirement. Chain-
ing would be naturally associative in any dimension but now, in two, the
property is needed.
We have shown [5] that associativity reduces the bilinear product
rule (22) to three different classes, each of whose coordinate axes can
be sheared into a standard form ([5, eq. 20] with discriminant µ = −1, 0, 1
respectively).
u ◦ v =
(
u1v1 − u2v2
u1v2 + u2v1
)
or
(
u1v1
u1v2 + u2v1
)
or
(
u1v1 + u2v2
u1v2 + u2v1
) (23a,b,c)
The other two apparently-allowable classes [5, eqs. 22 and 23]
u ◦ v =
(
u1v1
u2v1
)
or
(
u1v1
u1v2
)
(24a,b)
are degenerate and quickly rejected because one of the factors (either u or
v) is only present with one component, so it operates as a scalar, contrary
to the pair postulate. So (apparently) pairs have three alternative product
rules (23a,b,c).
These three product rules can conveniently be cast in the common
form of multiplicative moduli and additive phases
log |u ◦ v| = log |u|+ log |v|
arg(u ◦ v) = arg(u) + arg(v)
(25)
by defining modulus and phase in a or b or c respectively as
|x| =
√
x2
1
+ x2
2
, arg x = arctan(x2/x1)
or |x| = |x1| , arg x = x2/|x1|
or |x| =
√
x2
1
− x2
2
, arg x = arctanh(x2/x1)
(26a,b,c)
Definition (26a) is standard polar coordinates, (26c) is the hyperbolic
analogue, and (26b) is the common limit (rescaled) for dominant first
component.
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4.2 Modulus and phase
Assignments on paths can be chained back up to the root node of a par-
tition tree, as in (16). There, target states are supplied at an observable
mean Poisson rate. That will constrain the scalar valuation p which is
itself a function p(u) of its underlying pair. We now proceed to determine
this function by requiring consistency between the additive and multi-
plicative behaviour of scalars, and of pairs.
Three quantities, logarithmic scalar valuation from (21) and log-modulus
and phase from (25), all behave linearly under chaining. Hence log p is
incremented linearly in log-modulus, and in phase, when an extra path is
concatenated. Accordingly, the relationship is linear:
log p(x) = α log |x|+ β arg(x) (27)
for some constants α and β. This is the part of the pair x that is con-
strained by the observations which yield p as a mean rate. The conjugate
variable, independent of p so not constrained by observation, is
ξ = β log |x| − α arg(x) (28)
Its origin can be offset arbitrarily without observational effect, implying
that it is to be ascribed a uniform prior probability distributrion Pr(ξ) =
constant.
But the range of ξ is in general infinite, making the constant zero so
that every finite range has zero probability. This is unusable: “improper”
priors have no place in rational inference. The paradox is overcome only
by setting β = 0 and selecting the first multiplicative alternative in which
arg x takes 2pi-periodic wraparound form.
Phase can now be considered limited to 0 ≤ arg x < 2pi, uniformly
distributed as
Pr(arg x) = 1/2pi (29)
Meanwhile, β = 0 so that [21]
p(x) = |x|α (30)
where |x| is the standard complex-number modulus (26a). Only α now
needs to be determined.
4.3 The sum rules
Under partition or combination, pairs combine component-wise according
to (5) as
u⊕ v =
(
u1 + v1
u2 + v2
)
(31)
Pairs are now recognised as complex numbers, because theirs are the rel-
evant addition and multiplication rules (31) and (23a). In quantum ter-
minology, these are the Feynman rules.
Consider the combination of two independently-sourced unit input
rates. These are underlain by unit-modulus pairs
x1 = e
iθ , x2 = e
iφ (32)
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where θ and φ are uniformly distributed random phases. Upon combina-
tion, their sum X = x1 + x2 has scalar valuation
P = p(X) = |x1 + x2|
α (33)
whose observable mean rate〈
P
〉
=
〈∣∣eiθ + eiφ∣∣α〉
θ,φ
=
Γ(α+ 1)
Γ(α
2
+ 1) 2
(34)
must equal 2 (the sum of the two unit inputs). The solution of this
equation is α = 2, so that
p(x) = |x|2 (35)
which is the Born rule.
4.4 Probability assignments
With pairs x identified as complex numbers, their calculus identified as
their addition and multiplication (the Feynman rules (31) and (23a)), and
their relationship to observed rates p(x) identified through the Born rule
(35), we now turn to the representation of a scalar supply rate of targets
by a complex pair.
In general, |x1+x2|
2 6= |x1|
2+|x2|
2 so that p itself is not directly addi-
tive. It is the mean 〈p〉 that is observable as an additive long-term average
rate, and we see that p dt should be interpreted as the small probability of
a target being present in small time dt.
The natural probability assignment for a complex variable x = x1 +
ix2, constrained in modulus by variance r but unconstrained in phase, is
Gaussian
Pr(x1, x2) =
1
pir
exp
(
−
x21 + x
2
2
r
)
(36)
and this form is infinitely divisible so (as we would prefer) can be parti-
tioned arbitrarily deeply. The distribution for p = |x|2 follows as
Pr(p) =
1
r
exp
(
−
p
r
)
(37)
which is exponential. Its mean is 〈p〉 = r so that (36) is the prior distri-
bution for the pair x controlling a Poisson process of rate r.
x −−−→ p = |x|2 −−−→ r = 〈p〉
It is immaterial whether the analysis describes a single object occa-
sionally entering the target state or whether separate target objects are
encountered. The formalism is the same for either.
We now have the behaviour of pairs (Feynman rules) and their re-
lationship to scalar valuation (Born rule), along with the probabilistic
“Bayesian” interpretation needed for rational inference. The foundation
is logically complete, and we now develop it into standard quantum for-
malism.
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4.5 Hilbert space
We choose to introduce quantum calculus through the notional substrate
of n a-priori-equivalent base states as in (7), for convenience all supplied
at the same unit rate. It is helpful to keep track of combination and
partition by inventing orthonormal base vectors |ek〉 for these base states
k = 1, 2, . . . , n. A sample object x can then be expressed in “bra-ket”
quantum physics notation as a complex “amplitude vector” in Hilbert
space.
|x〉 =
n∑
k=1
xk|ek〉 (38)
With nothing at first known about the independent component ampli-
tudes other than their common unit supply rate, their prior distribution is
distributed according to the Gaussian multi-dimensional version of (36).
Pr(x1,x2, . . . ,xN) = pi
−n exp
(
−
n∑
k=1
|xk|
2
)
(39)
The supply rate, being the mean of |x|2 = 〈x | x〉, is n, in keeping with
unit supply of n components.
According to the pair sum rule (31), composite states covering base
states from a selected set S have amplitudes
XS =
∑
k∈S
xk (40)
which are themselves complex Gaussian whose variance is the size (cardi-
nality) of S. Size 1 (a single base state) is called a “pure” state and larger
sizes are called “mixed”, maximal mixing with all base states included
being the sample object itself. State S can be extracted from the sample
objects by applying the selection operator (in mathematics, a projection)
PS =
∑
k∈S
|ek〉〈ek| so that |XS〉 = PS |x〉 (41)
Selection separates objects according to some defined property, and is
implemented in such devices as diffraction screens and Stern-Gerlach ex-
periments.
The distribution (39) of x being spherically symmetric, orthonormal
base vectors |e〉 can be rotated arbitrarily, so that a suitable selection
P and its complement Q (with P + Q = I, the identity) can split the
original Hilbert space into any desired subspace and its complement, and
such partitioning can be carried out to any depth.
4.6 Single object
When probing has selected “one object” which we then know exists, we
specify |x|2 = 1. That confines x to the unit Hilbert sphere
Pr(x1,x2, . . . ,xN | 1 object) =
Γ(n
2
)
pin/2
δ
(
1−
n∑
k=1
|xk|
2
)
(42)
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Component quantities are no longer supply rates but become probabilities
of the object being found in individual base states. This normalisation
constraint would continue to be obeyed no matter how deeply the object
is partitioned and recombined. In this context of one object, the vector
|x〉 is conventionally termed the wave function and given the symbol |ψ〉.
However, we suggest a policy of encoding magnitude within the pairs
x themselves. After all, rates are additive indefinitely, while probabilities
are required (rather awkwardly) to sum to unity. And rates are closer to
laboratory practice. Theorists tend to discuss states while experimental-
ists provide rates.
5 Commentary
“Now the essential content of both statistical mechanics and communica-
tion theory, of course, does not lie in the equations; it lies in the ideas
that lead to those equations.” — Edwin T. Jaynes [24, p.4]
We have presented a unified derivation of summation in measure the-
ory, multiplication in probability theory, and complex numbers in quan-
tum theory. This minimal foundation is very simple — just check the
boxes — and should be accessible to neophyte students as well as experi-
enced researchers.
CHECKLIST Measure Probability Quantum
Dimension ? scalar scalar pair
Combination
Closure of ⊕ X X X
Commutative ⊕ X X X
Associative ⊕ X X X
Limitless ⊕ X X X
Chaining
Closure of ◦ X X
Right-distributive ◦ X X
Associative ◦ X
In response to the Rovelli quote [1] we started with, quantum mechanics
may cease to look puzzling now that we have derived the formalism of
the theory from a set of simple assertions about the world. Measurement
involves no dubious “collapse of the wave function”. We only need ordi-
nary probabilistic reasoning, in which our partial knowledge of an object
is modified when it interacts with a probe, and then modulated again if
we later choose to retrieve and interrogate the probe.
The formalism is straightforward. A target — equivalently an object
in a particular target state — is represented by a number pair. This turns
out to be a single complex number whose squared amplitude represents
the Poisson supply rate (the Born rule) which becomes observable through
interaction with probes.
As a stream of targets is sent along paths which may split and merge,
the number pairs evolve through the (Feynman) sum and product rules
required by the symmetries of partition and combination. The standard
Hilbert-space structure for multi-state objects follows, and specification
from supply rates to single objects is immediate.
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We make no assumption that cannot be checked in the lab. We recom-
mend that as a good strategic principle, because assumptions that cannot
be checked are thereby divorced from practical impact, in which case they
become a peculiar and questionable part of scientific inquiry.
If such assumption is truly needed, then it has practical impact af-
ter all because its denial would alter experimental results, which is self-
contradictory. If it’s not needed, then requiring it would be regrettable.
Specifically, we make no assumption involving infinity or the infinitesimal.
Any general theory must apply to special cases, including simple ones, and
it happens that simple examples are sufficient to eliminate all but the one
calculus.
In the last couple of decades there has been an effort to reformu-
late and reconstruct the quantum formalism based on probability theory
[25, 26, 27, 28] and information theory [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37].
Yet we find that the similarities between the quantum rules and proba-
bility/information theory are not due to the fact that one derives from
the other, but rather that they both derive from common principles. We
share much of the interpretive aspect of quantum Bayesianism (QBism)
[28]. For us, though, Bayes comes first.
Other than that, symmetries are silent on interpretation and we are
content with any outlook that conforms. The various interpretations of
quantum theory (Copenhagen, many worlds, . . . ) all use the same calculus
and make the same predictions, so the choice reduces to free personal
preference.
Note that our derivation of the quantum formalism cannot be un-
dermined by any alternative interpretation or supposed generalisation of
probability, or by some differing assumptions there [38, 39], which might
be thought to open the possibility of conflict. Symmetries are silent on
interpretation, and we need only the one common foundation to support
the whole edifice.
Our symmetries are necessary and sufficient, but we do not exclude
using similarly verifiable assumptions as sufficient foundation [7]. But,
as a matter of logic, any alteration to measure (which has not been seri-
ously proposed) or to probability (which has often been proposed) must
conflict with our symmetries, and thereby with implementations of our
quantum thought-experiments. For, it must be acknowledged, quantum
theory works. So does probability. And the two are entirely mutually
consistent.
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